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This collection covers all styles of tattoos from bold tribal pieces, Chines characters, and

hieroglyphs to delicate air-brushed designs. Included are striking images of tattoos ranging from

all-over &#147;body suitsÃ¢â‚¬Â• to individual motifs.
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Lal Hardy is the proprietor of legendary New Wave Tattoo in London, which he has operated since

1979. He has been tattooist to a roll-call of rock stars and movie actors. He lives in London.

I purchased this book expecting it to be a good coffee table piece. I was a little surprised at how

small it is. The art work contained within is ok, nothing that really moves you.The big surprise was

the bookbinding. My book literally fell apart at the seams the first time I went through it. Very poor

job on the part of the printer.

The book arrived in great condition but has deteriorated quickly. The binding is falling apart, paging

are coming out and it looks as though it has been used and abused even though it has be cared for

well.

I think there's a lack in the quality of the ilustration or photos, like they has no continuity , however



the book has some interesting pic of very well known artist

Excellent book, but as other reviews stated book started to fall apart at the binding, must have used

cheap glue, ( quick fix before pages start coming out peel cover back take hot glue gun and glue it

back). But overall the book is fantastic.

Cool book

Lots of great pictures. The binding completely fell apart after the first time looking through the book

though. It was pretty much ruined after that.

The book will not make any difference to me that the binding came apart the first time I opened the

book. I just send a few pages to prison inmate with my letters. If your buying this expecting to have

a real bound book Don't buy this. If you don't mind a fist full off loose pages this book will be perfect.

I was looking for individuals tattoos. Like butterflys, roses, etc.. This has body tattoos. Some

sleeves. No small tattoos
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